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Make your first-person footage look like a movie Create your own breathtaking hyperlapse videos Save clips and share to
YouTube or Facebook Create amazing hyperlapse videos Slide bar for controlling time lapse speed Select the start and end

times Save to a folder and share to YouTube or Facebook Support a camera type of your choice Great hyperlapse video
editor No limit, only your imagination Key Features: • No time limit on processing video • Super easy to use interface •
Optimize 3D smoothing for faster speed up • Includes more than 60 presets • Easy to save clips and share to Facebook •

Optimize time lapse speed and resolution • Adjust the settings for better results • Supports a camera of your choice •
Supports remote app/ad blocking What's New: New color theme is available. More About Hyperlapse Pro Microsoft
Hyperlapse Pro is a powerful and easy-to-use time lapse video editor for Windows. The application's wizard interface
enables you to capture short clips of your life and save them as hyperlapse videos. The output files can be shared to

YouTube and Facebook. As is stated in the image, "You can start the process in 2 steps, choosing start and end times and
using the provided transitions." Microsoft Hyperlapse can turn your regular videos into time lapse clips with smooth

motion. You can even go further by adding sound effects or music to get it feel like a movie. Step-by-step video processing
Time lapse clips require you to hold the camera still since otherwise terrible results might be obtained. Relying on

advanced stabilization technology, Microsoft Hyperlapse enables you to speed up videos in just a few simple steps, with
smooth transitions, even for clips captured in motion. Thanks to the wizard-like interface, working with Microsoft

Hyperlapse requires no prior instructions or video processing knowledge. From importing a video to saving the output, it
only takes a few click to get the job done. The wizard starts by prompting you to select the video (MP4, MOV, and WMV
are the supported formats) to process. The clip is immediately loaded in the preview area. To shorten it, you just have to

choose the start and end times using drag-and-drop actions. Customize speed, frame rate and resolution Microsoft
Hyperlapse Pro enables you to select the camera and shooting mode,

Microsoft Hyperlapse Pro

Microsoft Hyperlapse Pro Product Key is a powerful hyperlapse software to create amazing and professional hyperlapses
in just a few simple steps with no prior knowledge or video editing experience. Key Features: ► 100% automatic: select
the start and end times, and a wizard will do the rest. ► No limit: with up to 99% compression, you can process and save

any video, even full HD 1080p. ► Algorithms: select advanced smoothing or standard or create automated hyperlapses. ►
Choose the camera: select between some of the most used models: GoPro and Sony HD Action Cam, to name a few.

Start/End Time: you can import the start time and the duration, then you can use the start/end time to create a hyperlapse
video. You can also import multiple events and choose when to start and end the recording (just choose 1 per event).

Customization: you can adjust the speed up factor, the resolution, and the frame rate. This way you can customise your
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hyperlapse video (indoor and outdoor). ► Easy to use: use the wizard to select the start/end times (saving the video and
processing itself) and the interface (no prior knowledge or instructions needed). No need for advanced video editing

experience or any video experience to get the job done. ► No limits: after processing the video you can save it as a MP4,
MOV, or WMV file. ► Quality: you can adjust the quality of the footage. You can adjust quality right at the preview

screen. ► Create awesome hyperlapses: you can easily create epic hyperlapses, whether it’s in the park or out on your roof.
» More information about Microsoft Hyperlapse Pro can be found in the video below. » Please click here if the video

above doesn’t work. » Please click here if you want to do your own personal movie and save it as an MP4 or MOV file. »
Please click here for more information about Hyperlapse. Microsoft Hyperlapse Pro can completely transform first-person
videos into exciting hyperlapse clips, enabling you to capture important moments to remember and share with others. With
its help, you can easily create short time lapse videos with no compromise on quality. Step-by-step video processing Time
lapse videos require you to hold the camera still since otherwise terrible results might be obtained. Relying on advanced

stabilization 09e8f5149f
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Microsoft Hyperlapse Pro can completely transform first-person videos into exciting hyperlapse clips, enabling you to
capture important moments to remember and share with others. With its help, you can easily create short time lapse videos
with no compromise on quality. Step-by-step video processing Time lapse videos require you to hold the camera still since
otherwise terrible results might be obtained. Relying on advanced stabilization technology, Microsoft Hyperlapse Pro
allows you to speed up videos in just a few simple steps, with smooth transitions, even for clips captured in motion. Thanks
to the wizard-like interface, working with Microsoft Hyperlapse Pro requires no prior instructions or video processing
knowledge. From importing a video to saving the output, it only takes a few click to get the job done. The wizard starts by
prompting you to select the video (MP4, MOV, and WMV are the supported formats) to process. The clip is immediately
loaded in the preview area. To shorten it, you just have to choose the start and end times using drag-and-drop actions.
Customize speed, frame rate and resolution Microsoft Hyperlapse Pro enables you to select the camera and shooting mode,
supporting action cams such as GoPro and Sony HDR models. This option is rather important since the application can
optimize the output if it has information regarding the used camera. A slide bar is used for adjusting the speed up factor,
while the resolution and the frame rate can be selected from drop-down lists. There are two alternatives for processing:
standard or advanced smoothing. The first option focuses on speed and is suitable for almost any video, whereas the latter
is designed for 3D smoothing of videos with forward motion. Choosing the second might take longer to process, but the
results might be better. Generate impressive hyperlapse clips Creating time lapses usually requires expensive equipment,
but Microsoft Hyperlapse Pro provides an alternative that is definitely worth a try. It creates short clips with smooth
motion and cinematic look, enhancing the viewer's experience. Whether you want to log your ski trip down the mountain or
capture a beautiful sunrise, Microsoft Hyperlapse Pro enables you to time lapse your adventures. The only limit is your
creativity. Microsoft Hyperlapse Pro Pricing: Microsoft Hyperlapse Pro is available for $25 USD. However, the Pro
version has a couple of nice extra features. Microsoft Hyperlapse Pro is 30%

What's New in the?

Create short hyperlapse videos with just a few simple steps with this wizard-like interface to get the job done! This
application helps you to create incredible short videos with high-quality stabilization, smooth transitions, even if the video
was captured in motion. After importing a video, the app provides intuitive wizard controls to drag the start and end times
as you wish. Advanced stabilization filtering technology is used to make time lapses from first-person videos. Select
camera, shooting mode and shooting resolution. You can change the speed, frame rate and resolution. Two processing
options: standard or advanced smooth. Requirements: Processed media (MOV, MP4, WMV) Adobe Premiere Pro CS4 or
later; recommended. System Requirements Supported Operating Systems: - Windows 7 - 64-bit or higher - Windows Vista
- 64-bit or higher - Windows XP - 64-bit or higher Processor: Intel Core Duo 2.4 GHz or higher Memory: 4GB RAM Hard
disk space: 6GB free space Graphics card: NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GT or higher, ATI Radeon HD 2800 or higher Net
connection: 802.11 b/g/n Sound card: DirectX compatible Microsoft Hyperlapse Pro can completely transform first-person
videos into exciting hyperlapse clips, enabling you to capture important moments to remember and share with others. With
its help, you can easily create short time lapse videos with no compromise on quality. Step-by-step video processing Time
lapse videos require you to hold the camera still since otherwise terrible results might be obtained. Relying on advanced
stabilization technology, Microsoft Hyperlapse Pro allows you to speed up videos in just a few simple steps, with smooth
transitions, even for clips captured in motion. Thanks to the wizard-like interface, working with Microsoft Hyperlapse Pro
requires no prior instructions or video processing knowledge. From importing a video to saving the output, it only takes a
few click to get the job done. The wizard starts by prompting you to select the video (MP4, MOV, and WMV are the
supported formats) to process. The clip is immediately loaded in the preview area. To shorten it, you just have to choose
the start and end times using drag-and-drop actions. Customize speed, frame rate and resolution Microsoft Hyperlapse Pro
enables you to select the camera and shooting mode, supporting action cams such as GoPro and Sony
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System Requirements For Microsoft Hyperlapse Pro:

OS: Windows XP SP3, Vista SP2, or Windows 7 or later. (Updated) Processor: 2.2 GHz or later RAM: 2 GB or more Hard
Disk Space: 2.5 GB DirectX: 9.0 or higher Video: Video card that is able to run DirectX 9.0 and Microsoft Visual C++
2008 Express Edition (or later) Sound Card: DirectX 9.0-compatible sound card Networking: Broadband internet
connection Additional Notes: At least a 320x
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